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A monotone scheme is proposed for the solution of weakly coupled systems of 
reaction-diffusion equations without any monotonicity property of the nonlinear 
reaction terms. The considerations are taken within the framework of weak 
solutions. ‘(-I 1988 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Models in various fields of applications, such as biochemistry, biology, 
and chemical and nuclear engineering, can be described by systems of 
nonlinear’ parabolic initial-boundary-value problems of reaction-diffusion 
type. Constructive methods that yield not only existence results but 
also numerical procedures for the computation of solutions and error 
estimations are of great value. 
The method of monotone iteration coupled with the notion of upper and 
lower solution or upper and lower quasi-solution as initial iterations, 
respectively, has been employed successfully by various authors to prove 
the existence of solutions or at least of quasi-solutions of nonlinear reac- 
tion-diffusion equations; cf. [2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11-17, 2S-22, 251. Recently, in 
[23],,the monotone method has been used for numerical computations. 
Usually the monotone iterative technique only works if the nonlinear 
reaction terms possess at least a mixed quasi-monotone property; cf. the 
above-cited literature. 
In this paper we establish a monotone scheme for systems of nonlinear 
reaction-diffusion equations for cases where the nonlinear terms do not 
possess any monotonicity property. By using suitable initial iterations we 
can construct monotone sequences as solutions of linear coupled systems 
that are related to the original problem in a certain sense. It can be shown 
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that these sequences converge monotonically to a unique solution of the 
original nonlinear system from above and below, respectively. 
Additionally the smoothness conditions on the data of the problem are 
weakened to a wide extent. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
We consider the nonlinear parabolic initial-bondary-value problem 
(IBVP for short) 
% - L&u/( =fk(x, t, u) in Q,, 
Uk(X9 0) = (PkG(X) in Sz, (1) 
Bksuk=O on rr, 
k = 1, . . . . n, where u E R”, a is a bounded domain in RN with a regular 
(Lipschitz continuous, [ 10, p. 311) boundary X2, Qr = (0, T) x Q 
l-,=(0, T)xLx2, T>O. 
For 6 E (0, I} the boundary operators BkS are defined as follows 
BkOuk := uk and B,, := 8u,/avk + Bk(x, t) Uk, where 8/8vk denotes the out- 
ward conormal derivative on rT. The uniformly elliptic operators pk are of 
the form 
where 
for all real ti and (x, t) E QT. 
Let the coefficients a$, bf, and B” be real, measurable, and bounded in 
their respective domains. It is assumed that pk(& 2) 2 0 and (Pk EL,(Q) 
throughout this paper. 
Let B be a Banach space, then we will denote by B”:= B x . . . x B the 
n-dimensional Cartesian product of B, which is again a Banach space 
endowed with the norm 
II(x 1, . . . . X”)lliY := f IlXillB. 
i=l 
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In this paper we generally consider weak solutions of (1) of the space W 
(cf. [ 18, p. 109]), defined by 
where a/at denotes the distribution derivative in v’, 
and 
f’= UO, T; W:(Q)), 
v’ = dual space of I/= L,(O, T; (W:(Q))‘), 
w#-q= hlhEL,(R),g+2) 
i 1 1 
is the Sobolev space with its dual space (W:(Q))‘. The spaces V, v’, and W 
of vector-valued functions are Banach spaces equipped with the norms 
By I&‘, p, ? we denote the coresponding spaces if the Sobolev space 
W:(Q) in the definitions of W, V, V’ is replaced by its subspace I@, i.e., the 
space of all functions of W:(Q) with zero traces on X2; cf. [ 11. 
According to the boundary operators B,, we introduce the bilinear form 
l,, defined by 
Let ( ., . ) denote the scalar product of elements from v’ and V. 
DEFINITION. A function u : Q T + R” of @ ( Wn) is called a weak solution 
of the IBVP (1) if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) 44 0) = v(x), 
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(ii) <au,/& x> + Iks(uk, x) = ~prfk(~, t, 4 x dx dt, for all x E @ VI 
and for b = 0 (6 = 1 ), k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Hint. The condition (i) has to be taken in the sense 
for all k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
This is well defined because of the continuous embedding WG C( [O, T]; 
L,(Q)) (cf. [18, p. 110, Theorem l.l.]), that will also be used in later 
chapters. 
Let us denote by [u, u] the order interval in (LZ(QT))“, that is, [u, o] := 
{z E (Lz(Qr))“) uk < zk < uk, for k = 1, . . . . n and almost everywhere in Q,}. 
Further we define the vector [u]k E R”-’ for UE R” by 
[u]k := (u1, se.3 u/c - 1, uk + 1, . . . . %). 
Let A4= (M,), i, j = 1, . . . . n, be a matrix, then we denote by [M]k E R”- ’ 
the vector 
C”lk := (Mk,, . . . . Mk,k-,, Mk,k+l, ..,, Mkn). 
Using the definitions made above, the right-hand sides fk(x, t, u) of (1) can 
be rewritten in the form fk(X, t, nk, [u]~). Finally, we define functions yk for 
u, VER” by 
v?k( x9 t, uk, [u&s) :=ftx, 6 uk, culk) - [M]k cv]k. 
Let I be some order interval in (LZ(QT))“, then the following hypotheses 
will be used in the next chapter: 
(Hl) The right-hand sides fk are of Caratheodory type and satisfy for 
u, u E I a uniform Lipschitz condition of the form 
(H2) There exists a matrix M = (M,) 3 0 and vectors 4, J/ E W”, such 
that the following inequalities are fulfilled: 
f-$ %dk - [Mlk cdlk dT,cx, f, bk, [$lk), 
#ktX, O) 2 (PkfX), 
Bk,bk 20 on fry 
(2) 
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and 
rc/k(X, 0) d (Pk(X), (3) 
B~l(l/c GO on rT, 
where “[ .lk [ .lk” is the scalar product in R” ~ ’ and the constant matrix M 
has to be chosen in such a way that the right-hand sides yk are quasi- 
monotone nonincreasing in I. The latter can always be obtained due to 
hypothesis (H 1). 
Hint. Notice that the inequalities (2) and (3) have to be understood in 
an appropriate weak sense and that the summation convention is used. 
3. A COMPARISON RESULT 
An important tool-for our monotone scheme is the following comparison 
result. 
THEOREM 1. Let the hypotheses (Hl) and (H2) be satisfiedfor a pair of 
functions 4, $ E W’ with respect to the order interval Z := [inf(d, $), 
sup(4, $)I. Then ti 6 4. 
Proof. The proof will be given only for Dirichlet boundary condition, 
i.e., 6 = 0, because the proof for the case 6 = 1 follows essentially the same 
arguments. 
Due to hypothesis (H2) the functions 4 and $ fulfill inequalities (2) and 
(3) respectively, in the weak sense 
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for all test functions x E p, x 2 0, and 
@k(XY 0) G (Pkb) G @k(& O), 
*kb, f) d 0 G dk(X, t) on fr.. 
By subtracting corresponding inequalities from each other we get the 
following inequalities for the auxiliary function wk := tik - tik: 
d QT ( AX, t, (l/k, [41/c) -~&, t, d/c, Ctil,JI x dx dt. I f (4) 
Now, as a special test function we choose x = WC, where w: is defined by 
wk + := maxQT (wk, 0). 
Notice that because of wk(x, t) d 0 on fT the functon x = wz is an 
admissible test function, i.e., x E p and x 2 0; cf. [6]. Taking into account 
the quasi-monotonicity and the Lipschitz continuity of the functions yk we 
can estimate the right-hand side of inequality (4) as 
t, l(/k, [$]k) -?kh 6 bky [J/]k)) ‘+‘: dx dt 
= 
I 
QT (?k’,(x, t, It/k, [4]k) -j&> 6 bk, [ilk)) w: dx dt 
+ jQT (yktx, t, #k, c$]k) -ykb, t, bk, [$]k)) w: dx dt 
d s (Ykkb: )* + [r + M]k [W+ ]k W; } dx dt. (5) QT 
Next, it can easily be shown that 
s [ftflk [w]k w: dx dt < QT s 
[b& [w+]k wk’ dx dt, (6) 
QT 
I,,( wk, w: ) = I,,( w: , wk’ 1, 
Because of w,(x, 0) d 0 we have 
cf. [6]. (7) 
(8) 
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The latter can be deduced from [19, p. 3041. With (5), (6), (7) and (8) we 
get from (4) the estimation 
< s {Y&U.: J2 + W4+ YL IIw+ Ik w: 1 dx dt. (9) Qr 
For sufliciently large A it is always possible to obtain that 
MWk+ > w+njQrr w; )2 dx dt > 0, 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . n. Thus, from (9) it follows that 
(10) 
JQ (w:(., T))2dxSjQr2{(i+Pxx)(w;)2+ [2M+yl, [w+lkwk+} dxdt 
<C 
Summing up all the inequalities (11) from k = 1 to k = n and setting 
y(T):={ i (w;)‘dxdt, 
QrJ=, 
we receive an ordinary differential inequality in y of the form 
(11) 
(12) 
where y(O) = 0 and y(T) > 0 for T 3 0. 
The application of Gronwall’s lemma immediately yields y(T) s 0 for 
T B 0. The latter means w: = 0 for all k and hence it follows that rjk d dk. 
This completes the proof. 
4. PRELIMINARIES 
The proof of the monotone iterative technique in Section 5 requires an 
existence and uniqueness result for linear coupled systems of the form 
2 - Ykuk + Qkjuj = Gk in QT, 
u!k 0) = (PAX) in 0, (13) 
Bk6u/,=0 on rr, 
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where Gk~ P(V) and Q= (Q,) is an arbitrary matrix, the elements of 
which are bounded and measurable functions. Here we formulate a result 
which can be deduced from [ 18, Chap. 33. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of Section 2 on the data of the IBVP 
(13) be satisBed. Then there exists a uniquely defined solution u E W” of (13) 
and the following estimation holds: 
Notice that if in the special case G, = G,(x, t) E Lz(Qr) then because of 
the continuous embedding L2(Qr) 4 81( V’) we get an estimation of the 
form 
Now for u, DE R” we introduce the function Fk defined by 
F&, t, uk, [v]~) :=j&, t, uk, [v]k) + M&k. In addition t0 the hypoth- 
eses (HI ) and (H2) we pose the following one: 
(H3) Let the function Fk = Fk(x, t, uk, [vlk) be mOnOtOne nondecreasing 
with respect to the component uk within the order interval I. 
The hypothesis (H3) can always be fulfilled due to hypothesis (Hl). 
5. MONOTONE ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE 
The main result of this section can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let hypotheses (H 1 ), (H2), and (H3) be satisfied for a pair 
of funcons 4, y9 E W with respect to the order interval I:= [inf (+, d), 
sup ($3 #)I. Th en the ZBVP (1) possesses a uniquely determined solution 
u E W” with $ d u d 4. Moreover one can construct sequences {ui> and (vi> 
that converge monotonically (in (L2(Qr))“) to the solution from above and 
below, respectively. 
Proof The proof is based on the iterative scheme 
i+1 
auk yui+l -- 
at k k +MkkUk 
i+’ - [Mlk [u” ‘]k = Fk(x, t, u;, [d]k), 
(15) 
au;+ 1 --~kv:+l 
at 
+ kt,,v;+ ’ - [M]k [vi+ ‘]k = Fk(X, t, vi, [u’]k), 
u6’ ‘(x, 0) = v;+ ‘(x, 0) = (Pk(X), 
BksU;+’ = Bk6v;+’ =o on Tr, k = 1, 2, .,,, n. 
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In the first part it will be shown that starting with initial iterates u” = 4 and 
II’ = $ we get a monotone nonincreasing sequence { ni} and a monotone 
nondecreasing sequence {vi}, respectively, and 
In the second part the convergence of these sequences to the uniquely 
determined solution u will be proved. 
(a) As a result of Theorem 1 we immediately have v” = $ < 4 = u”. 
NOW, let us show that v1 <u’. The difference w’ := v1 - U’ satisfies the 
linear IBVP 
aw: 
~-=%w:+&w:- cm/c CW’lk 
with initial and boundary values wL(x, 0) = 0 and Bkd w: = 0 on f T. Since 
the right-hand side of the last equation is nonpositive, we deduce from 
Theorem 1 that w: < 0, i.e., u’ d u’. By an induction argument we can show 
analogously that vi < U’ for all i = 1,2, . . . . 
Now we shall show the monotonicity behaviour of the sequences {u’} 
and {a’}. By means of the iterative scheme (15) we get the following 
inequalities for the functions w’ := U’ - u” and z’ := v” - u’: 
aw: 
,,-siu,w:+Mkkw:- [Mlk [W’lkdO, 
w:(x, 0) GO, zk(x, 0) ~0, B,,w: GO, and B,,z: ~0 on rT. Hence, WI d 0 
and z1 GO due to Theorem 1, i.e., U’ <u” and u”<vl. 
Now, it is assumed that the inequalities U’ ,< u’-’ and vi 3 v’- ’ are 
fulfilled. Again, from our iterative scheme (15), we obtain the following 




Lq~W:+l+MkkW;+l- [Mlk [wi"lk 
=F/Jx, t, ui, [vi-jk)-Fk(x, t, uf;', [tr'lk), 
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azp ’--&Z:+‘+MkkZ;+‘- [A41k [zz+‘-Jk at 
= F&c, I, vi- I, [u’-‘]k) -F/Jx, t, vi, [z&J, 
w:+ ‘(x, 0) = z:+ ‘(x, 0) = 0 
B,,w;+‘=B~~z;+~ =o On rT. 
Because of the monotonicity behaviour of the functions Fk due to 
hypotheses (H2) and (H3), the right-hand sides of the equations in w:+’ 
and z:f l, respectively, are nonpositive. Hence, due to Theorem 1 the 
solutions w:+ l and z:+ ’ are non-positive too, i.e., ui+ r 6 ui and vi ,< vi+ i. 
(b) Owing to hypothesis (Hl ) the right-hand sides Fk of (15) can be 
regarded as continuous and bounded operators from ZC (JC~(Q~))~ into 
L2(QT). Applying Theorem 2 and the estimation (14) we obtain for the 
uniquely determined solutions ui+ ‘, vi+ ’ E W of (15) the estimations 
k=l 
The right-hand sides of (17) are bounded for all i, thus the sequences { ui} 
and { ui) are bounded in W. Because of the weak compactness of a ball in 
a reflexive Banach space there exist subsequences of (ni} and {vi}, which 
are weakly convergent in W. Further, the compact embedding 
W 4 (L2(QT))” implies the convergence of some subsequences of { ui} and 
{vi) in (L,(Q,))“, and thus, due to the monotonicity behaviour of the 
iterates ui and vi, the whole sequences {J} and {vi} must be convergent in 
(&(QT))n to u and v, respectively. From [lo, p. 10, Lemma 5.41 the weak 
convergence in W” of the whole sequences {ui} and {u’} to u and u, 
respectively, can be deduced. Now, the limit process (i -+ co) can be carried 
out in the weak formulation of the IBVP (15). Hence it follows that the 
limits u and v are solutions of the coupled IBVP 
2- %uk + MkkUk - C”lk Cub =F,b, 6 uk, [ilk), 
(18) 
$- %uk + Mkkvk - [M]k [v]k = Fkb, t, vk, [ulk), 
uk(& 0) = Dk(x, O) = (PktX) 
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and 
B,,u,=B,,vk=O on f7. 
From inequality (16) one immediately gets v < u. On the other hand, u and 
v satisfy inequalities (3) and (2) of hypothesis (H2), respectively, and hence 
it follows from Theorem 1 that u < v. Thus we get u = v and from (18) we 
deduce that u is a solution of the original IBVP (1). Further, from (16) 
follows II/ 6 vi 6 u < ui < 4. By means of hypothesis (Hl) the uniqueness 
of the solution u within the order interval I can easily be shown. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. (i) As has been shown, the iterative scheme (15) yields a 
monotone enclosure of the solution u E I of the IBVP (1) by monotone 
sequences { ~4~) and {vi}, each of which converges to u in (L2(QT))“. Each 
iterative step requires the solution of two n-dimensional coupled systems of 
linear equations. 
(ii) Of course, Theorem 3 can also be interpreted as an invariant set 
result. One can show that the hypothesis (H2) implies the “tangency con- 
dition,” which was employed by various authers (cf. [3, 8, 24, 261) to get 
invariant set results. But here we obtain in addition a monotone procedure 
for constructing the solution and the Lipschitz continuity of the fk is only 
needed for the interval I. 
(iii) The crucial point for establishing such a monotone iterative 
procedure is hypothesis (H2), i.e., to find a pair of functions 4, $ E IV” 
which satisfy inequalities (2) and (3). In the last section we give an example 
where the initial iterates u” = $ and u” = 4 can be easily constructed. 
6. EXAMPLE 
Let the following IBVP be given: 
$-Au, =cos u1 sin u2, 
x - Au, = sin ui cos u2, 
Uk(X* 0) = (P/lx), z&(x, t) = 0 on Tr, k= 1, 2. 
Let 0 < (Pi < K be assumed. 
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Using the denotation of the previous sections we have 
S,(~,,~*)=cos~~sinu,, 
f2(uI, u2) = sin u1 cos u2. 
To fulfill hypothesis (H2) we have to find functions II/ and 4, such that the 
following inequalities are satisfied: 
cl/&, t) G 0 G 4/b, t) on rr, 
where the right-hand sides have to be quasi-monotone nonincreasing. 
To get a solution of the above inequalities we take Ml* = M,, = 1 and 
set #k = - ek = seAI, k = 1,2, where the parameters E and 1 are to be chosen 
appropriately. By an elementary calculation one finds that dk = - tjk = se”, 
k = 1,2, is a solution of the inequalities above, if E > max( 1, K) and A >, 3. 
Notice that in the order interval I= [$, 4-J the nonlinearities f, and f2 are 
not mixed quasi-monotone, provided that K is sufficiently large. But 
nevertheless we do have a monotone iterative procedure of the form (15) 
because all the suppositions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
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